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ABSTR AC T
Due to its excellent intrinsic soft tissue contrast, magnetic resonance imaging allows excellent visualization and anatomical
separation of therapy-relevant risk structures such as the
mesorectal fascia, local lymph nodes, and vascular structures
in patients with rectal carcinoma. This makes magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) a valuable evaluation method for further
therapeutic stratification. In particular, MRI is indispensable
for the decision to refrain from neoadjuvant therapy and to
choose a primary surgical approach. In addition to the oncologically generally relevant T-, N-, and M-criteria, two further
parameters are included: the extramural vascular infiltration
and the circumferential resection margin. Due to the significant impact of MRI on further therapeutic decision-making,
standardized MR image quality is considered essential.
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Key Points:
▪ Magnetic resonance imaging is a valuable evaluation
method for further therapeutic stratification.
▪ Critical anatomic landmarks for evaluation are circumferential resection margins.

Citation Format
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520
Z US A M M E N FA SS U N G

ten mit Rektumkarzinom eine hervorragende Darstellung und
anatomische Separation therapierelevanter Risikostrukturen
wie der mesorektalen Faszie, lokaler Lymphknoten und benachbarter Organe. Dies macht die MRT zu einer wertvollen
Bewertungsmethode für die therapeutische Stratifizierung.
Insbesondere ist die MRT unverzichtbar für die Entscheidung
für den Verzicht auf eine neoadjuvante Therapie und die
Wahl eines primär operativen Vorgehens. Neben den onkologisch allgemein relevanten T-, N- und M-Kriterien finden 2 weitere Parameter Eingang: die extramurale Gefäßinfiltration
und der zirkumferenzielle Resektionsrand. Aufgrund des wesentlichen Einflusses des MRTs auf die therapeutische Entscheidungsfindung ist eine flächendeckende, standardisierte
Bildqualität essenziell.

Die Magnetresonanztomografie (MRT) erlaubt aufgrund ihres
ausgezeichneten intrinsischen Weichteilkontrastes bei Patien-

Introduction
Today, optimized imaging makes it possible to offer treatment to
rectal cancer patients in a significantly more differentiated manner. Moreover, the two prospective randomized studies that will
soon be initiated by the German Rectal Study Group are based
on detailed magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) diagnosis. Patients
are assigned according to MRI staging to different study concepts
which stipulate either intensification of neoadjuvant therapy in
terms of total neoadjuvant therapy (ACO/ARO/AIO 18.1 study,
see ▶ Fig. 1) in patients with a high risk for recurrence or de-escalation of local therapy in the case of a low risk of local recurrence
(ACO/ARO/AIO 18.2, see ▶ Fig. 2). In the following, data on the
MRI examination of rectal carcinoma are summarized to provide
answers to various questions and useful suggestions for qualityassured MRI diagnostics.

Technical requirements
The excellent intrinsic soft tissue contrast of MRI allows outstanding visualization and anatomical separation of treatment-relevant
risk structures like the mesorectal fascia (MRF), local lymph nodes,
vascular structures, and adjacent organs in patients with newly
diagnosed rectal cancer. This makes MRI a valuable evaluation
method for further therapeutic stratification [1], particularly for
deciding between a primary surgical approach and neoadjuvant
treatment measures.

Preparing for the examination
The value of filling the rectum with ultrasound gel has not yet
been clarified. While in some centers filling of the ampulla of the
rectum with ultrasound gel is the clinical standard, there are those
who feel that this falsifies the evaluation of the position of the
tumor in relation to the MRF due to the compressive effect of the
gel on the rectal wall tumor [2, 3]. To date, no general recommendation can be given. The administration of spasmolytics prior to
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the examination to prevent peristalsis from affecting the diagnostic accuracy is recommended even though there is no general
consensus here [4]. In the ACO/ARO/AIO studies 18.1 and 18.2, a
dose of 20 mg butylscopolamine for patients with a body weight
< 90 kg and 40 mg for patients with a body weight > 90 kg administered approx. 20 minutes prior to the examination to reduce
peristalsis is recommended [5].

MRI protocol
For the quality-assured use of MRI for treatment stratification
based on defined criteria (distance from the MRF, T-stage, extramural vascular invasion (EMVI), L-stage) in rectal cancer, minimum data acquisition requirements must be met. MRI field
strength is an important factor in ensuring sufficiently high spatial
resolution of risk structures. As a result of the increasing availability of MRI systems with a field strength > 1.0 Tesla, these risk
structures can be imaged with a relatively high spatial resolution.
Using 3 Tesla MRI systems, which is currently the most widely
available field strength in clinical practice, a matrix size of
320 × 301 with a field of view (FOV) of 200 × 200 mm 2 can be
achieved. This allows exact determination of the distance of the
tumor from the mesorectal fascia and thus the most exact evaluation of the circumferential resection margin (CRM) that is possible using the available diagnostic methods [1, 6]. In addition to
the relation of the tumor to the MRF, the spatial resolution is also
a basic requirement for the evaluation of the presence of lymph
node metastases and EMVI.
The acquisition of high-resolution T2-weighted sequences on
three planes (transverse, coronal, sagittal) is recommended as
the routine protocol and should be oriented to the axis of the tumor [7, 8]: In the case of tumors in the middle third of the rectum,
axial and coronal views should be oriented to the axis of the tumor, while in tumors in the lower third of the rectum, the coronal
sequence should be parallel to the axis of the anal canal to be able
to better evaluate infiltration of the anal canal.
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By imaging on multiple planes, it is possible to evaluate additional structures that are essential for determining the therapeutic approach and predicting the outcome, including: the level of
the tumor, involvement of the peritoneal fold, the infiltration of
local structures like the levator sling, primarily in the case of a
low rectal carcer, into organs in the lesser pelvis, and the presence
of lymph node metastases [8]. ▶ Table 1 provides a summary of
the sequence parameters as recommended as a minimum consensus in the above-mentioned studies of the German Rectal Cancer Study Group. After initial anatomical localization of the rectum
in survey sequences, sagittal T2w TSE (Turbo Spin Echo) is most
important for planning (angulation on the axis of the tumor in
the distal middle third of the MRI scan). Modern 3 T MRI allows
the acquisition of 3 D sequences allowing reconstruction in all
spatial directions so that primary image data acquisition is performed on only one plane. The data from the MERCURY Study
Group (n = 679) show that the location of the tumor in relation
to the MRF can be determined with an accuracy of 92.5 % if MRI
is performed correctly [6]. In contrast, Al-Sukhni E et al. report a
sensitivity of 77 % and a specificity of 94 % for CRM involvement
using MRI (n = 986) [9].
T2w TSE sequences are needed for the evaluation of the
T-stage (best identification of the l. muscularis propria), the

CRM, and EMVI, and for the evaluation of treatment response
after radiochemotherapy (RChT).
Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) facilitates tumor detection,
and treatment response can be evaluated by changing the apparent diffusion coefficient. DWI is suitable only on a limited basis for
the evaluation of local lymph nodes. The protocol shown here
represents the minimum standard used in the ACO/ARO/AIO
studies. There are approaches that supplement the rectum protocol with T1w sequences +/– contrast agent with the goal of facilitating the identification of mucinous tumors and for the planning
of radiation therapy.

Value of MRI criteria for the treatment
of rectal cancer
T-stage
The T-stage describes the local tumor extent in relation to the
muscularis propria. A T3 tumor is present when the tumor has
already invaded through the muscularis propria (MP) and has
spread to the subserosa or the fat tissue. The tumor spread beyond the MP is < 1 mm in the case of a T3a tumor and > 1–5 mm
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▶ Fig. 1 ACO/ARO/AIO 18.1 Study: Randomized comparison of neoadjuvant 5-FU or capecitabine-based radiochemotherapy with oxaliplatin-based
“total neoadjuvant therapy”. Inclusion criteria: Carcinomas in the lower or middle third and presence of at least one of the following criteria: (i) each
cT3 in the lower third, (ii) each cT3c/d in the middle third (i. e. infiltration over 5 mm), (iii) each cT3 with clear lymph node involvement, (iv) each
cT4, (iv) mrCRM positivity, (v) EMVI positivity; ACO = Association of Surgical Oncology, AIO = Association of Internal Oncology, ARO = Association of
Radiooncology, FU = Fluorouracil, Gy = Gray; own representation for the application of the 18.1 and 18.2 study.

▶ Fig. 2 ACO/ARO/AIO 18.2 Study: Randomized comparison of neoadjuvant chemotherapy with FOLFOX or XELOX with immediate surgery in
patients with a low risk of local recurrence. Inclusion criteria: Lower third (0–6 cm): cT1/2 with clear nodal involvement if CRM negative and no
EMVI; middle third (≥ 6–12 cm): cT1/2 with clear nodal involvement and cT3a/b (i. e. infiltration into perirectal fat ≤ 5 mm) if CRM negative, no
clear nodal involvement and no EMVI; upper third (≥ 12–16 cm): cT1/2 with clear nodal involvement; each cT3–4 carcinoma, independent of nodal
status. ACO = Association of Surgical Oncology, AIO = Association of Internal Oncology, ARO = Association of Radiooncology, XELOX: capecitabin/
oxaliplatin; FOLFOX: 5-fluorouraicl, folinic acid, oxaliplatin; own representation; own representation for the application of the 18.1 and 18.2 study.

in stage T3b [8]. The German S3 Guidelines recommend neoadjuvant RChT as soon as the perirectal, i. e., mesorectal, fat tissue has
been infiltrated or the tumor has invaded through the muscularis
propria [10]. A deviation from this approach is described for
tumors whose infiltration into the perirectal fat tissue does not exceed 5 mm (i. e., T3a or T3b tumors) [10]. If additional criteria
(adequate quality assurance regarding imaging and surgery, no
EMVI, no lymph node involvement, no MRF involvement) are
met, a primary surgical approach can be selected [10]. To date,
MRI is superior to every other imaging method with respect to
the determination of depth of tumor infiltration in the case of
tumors with a stage higher than T2.

Circumferential resection margin
In total mesorectal excision (TME), tumor resection is performed
along the MRF. If the distance of the tumor from the MRF is less
than 1 mm on MRI or the tumor has infiltrated the MRF, primary
resection is not oncologically recommended due to the high rate
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of local recurrence. An exact evaluation of the CRM, which is anatomically defined by the MRF, is therefore a significant therapydetermining criterion. ▶ Fig. 3 illustrates the infiltration of the
MRF by the tumor (▶ Fig. 3).

Extramural vascular invasion
A further negative prognostic factor is the presence of EMVI.
EMVI describes tumor invasion into local vessels. Primarily the dilatation of local vessels > 3 mm and an alteration of the flow signal are considered criteria for the presence of EMVI [8]. Zhang et
al. showed that the presence of EMVI is a significant risk factor
for recurrence (local recurrence, metastases, and overall survival) [11]. The EMVI location is primarily associated with the probability of recurrence. Particularly when an EMVI is found in the
upper third of the rectum, there is a significant difference with
respect to the criteria vessel diameter and number of infiltrated
vessels (p = 0.01) [11].
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sites of
manifestation

diagnostic criteria

primary tumor

▪ tumor location
▪ distance from anocutaneous line
▪ tumor extent (length)
▪ circumference in SSL
▪ tumor infiltration
▪ distance from mesorectal fascia (CRM)
▪ vascular invasion (EMVI)

lymph node local

▪ mesorectal/presacral

distant metastases

▪ lymph node extramesorectal

▪ distance from mesorectal fascia (CRM)

▪ ascites
▪ peritoneum
▪ pelvic structures
▪ skeleton
CRM = circumferential resection margin, EMVI = extramural vascular
invasion, SSL = lithotomy position.

Lymph node
Lymph node metastases are a further prognostic factor. However,
there is greater uncertainty when evaluating them compared to
the MRF [12]. In the most recent S3 Guidelines, the currently
available diagnostic methods (endoluminal ultrasound, computed
tomography, MRI [12]) for lymph nodes have sensitivities of 55–
75 % and specificities of 74–78 % [10]. In this regard, the differential diagnosis between reactive lymph nodes and lymph node
metastases is particularly difficult [8, 10]. The use of lymph node
size as a criterion for lymph node positivity is highly limited here.
However, if additional evaluation criteria like shape, margin, and
signal intensity characteristics of lymph nodes are used in addition to size, the accuracy of MRI can be increased to up to 85 %
[8]. The criteria for positive lymph nodes are as follows: A lymph
node is considered suspicious when
a) It has a short-axis diameter of > 9 mm or
b) The diameter is 5–9 mm and at least two of the following
criteria apply: round shape, irregular margin, heterogeneous
signal or
c) The diameter is < 5 mm and it has a round shape, an irregular
margin, and a heterogeneous signal [4].
▶ Fig. 4 illustrates a suspicious local lymph node in primary staging (cN+).
The diagnostic criteria needed for further therapeutic stratification should be taken into account in a structured diagnostic re-
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DWI = diffusion-weighted imaging, EPI = echo planar imaging, FOV = field of view, HASTE = Half Fourier-Acquired Single Shot Turbo Spin Echo, TE = echo time, TR = repetition time, TSE = turbo spin echo.
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▶ Table 1 Overview of the MRI protocol of the current ACO/ARO/AIO studies (18.1 and 18.2).

Dist. factor

FOV

▶ Table 2 Relevant diagnostic criteria for the evaluation of rectal
cancer according to the structured diagnostic template of the
German Radiological Society [13].

▶ Fig. 3 shows two axial T2w images of the rectum of a patient with rectal carcinoma in two directly subsequent layers a, b at the level of the
middle rectum to better visualize the tumor extension. The semi-annular tumor expands at a maximum of 10–5 o’clock SSL (the exact extent
is marked with *) b. Ventrolateral left the adventitia is penetrated b. This indicates a cT3 stage. The tumor protrusions reach the MRF, which is
demarcated by the black dotted line, with a distance of < 1 mm. The CRM is therefore considered positive. MRF = mesorectal fascia, SSL = lithotomy
position.

port [13]. ▶ Table 2 summarizes the relevant diagnostic criteria
for the evaluation of rectal cancer.
Based on MRI criteria, it is increasingly possible to identify risk
factors beyond the classic (clinical) UICC classification that allow
escalation or de-escalation of neoadjuvant therapy and thus challenge the current standard of performing neoadjuvant therapy for
all tumors in stages II and III. To facilitate treatment decisions and
to allow differentiated risk-adapted therapeutic approaches, a
classification system with four treatment-relevant clinical subcategories is proposed [14]. A recently published treatment algorithm identifies four risk groups:
1. Very early-stage cancers (cT1sm1 / sm2 low risk G1/2, N0): Local
excision via transanal endoscopic microsurgery (TEM); only in
the case of negative prognostic factors (sm3, high-risk grading
[G3/4], T2, V1)
MRI is not used for the diagnosis of very early-stage cancer.
Diagnosis is performed endoscopically.
2. Early-stage cancers (cT1–2, cT3a/b in the middle or upper third,
cN0,cN1 in the upper third, CRM in MRI negative, no EMVI)
The main information provided by MRI in this regard is evaluation of the CRM, EMVI, and the lymph node situation. This
applies in a similar manner for risk groups 3 and 4.
3. Intermediate-stage cancers (cT2 ultra-deep, cT3b/c and d, CRM
negative after MRI evaluation, cT4a with low peritoneal infiltration, every N, EMVI)
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4. Locally advanced cancers (cT3, CRM positive after MRI evaluation,
cT4a/b, iliac lymph node metastases)
In addition to evaluation of the CRM, EMVI, and the local perimesorectal lymph node situation, the added benefit of MRI in
this case is the evaluation of the iliac lymph nodes.
Based on such a classification, it will be possible in the future to
develop optimized treatment concepts as part of dedicated study
concepts that stipulate either de-escalation (e. g. in terms of
avoiding radiation therapy of tumors in group 2) or intensification
of neoadjuvant radiochemotherapy in groups 3 and 4.

Summary
To allow a quick therapeutic decision process, treatment- or prognosis-relevant structures should be evaluated in a stratified manner. In tumors, this includes T-stage classification under consideration of the T3 subgroups (early-stage T3 a/b vs. late-stage
T3 c/d) and evaluation of the mesorectal fascia, the depth of infiltration into the perirectal fat tissue, EMVI, and the local lymph
nodes. MRI scans must meet a corresponding quality standard
regarding slice orientation and spatial resolution for optimized
visualization of these entities.
A comprehensive quality-assured MRI examination with structured visualization of all of the above-described MRI criteria is the
foundation of both studies of the German Rectal Cancer Study
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Group sponsored by German Cancer Aid. Differentiated and customized perioperative treatment of patients with locally advanced
rectal cancer can only be achieved in this way.
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▶ Fig. 4 illustrates a suspicious lymph node in a perirectal position on the left side. In the T2w axial image a, the lymph node is enlarged and round,
and the fatty hilum is absent. The image on the right b shows a 3.4-fold enlargement of the lymph node and its inhomogeneous internal texture
(b, 8 mm). The dotted line in figure a marks the course of the mesorectal fascia in this area.
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